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Abstract

Four studies report on the performance of fifth-grade child dyads

and adult dyads on three problem-solving tasks, extending previous re-

search on the structural properties of the commuoications and on factors

influencing the accuracy of the communications. Aspects of performance

investigated are 1) relative participation of dyad members in the con-

versations, 2) mechanisms of the regulation and integration of verbal

interaction, i.e., repetition and interruption, and 3) features of en-

coding style. The influence of subject characteristics, which include

sex and race among the adult dyads and SES, sex and race among the child

dyads, on these aspects of communication behavior were also examined.

The results across the studies may be summarized as follows. The dis-

tribution of TVO between members of the adult dyads and the patterning

of the verbal gestures of repetitions and interruptions support the

view that mutually accepted rules of conduct underlie participant inter-

action in problem-solving communication. The behavior of the child dyads

reflects partial acquisition of these rules, and child dyad performance

is similar across SES, race and sex subgroups. No consistent SES, race

or sex differences were round in encoding style. Thus, observed SES

differences in communication accuracy among the child dyads could not

be directly attributed to ch;iracteristics of encoding style.
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Background

The studies reported here are a continuation of a project which has

three major objectives. The first objective is the development of the

concept of communication modes, that is, functionally and structurally

different forms of conversational interaction. The second objective is

the comparison of adult and child communication behavior, observed within

a given speech situaion and embodying a specific communication mode.

The third is the investigation of the early stages of the differentiation

of communication modes as an important aspect of the development of com-

municative competence in children.

The present studies are directed primarily at the second objective

in that certain features of communication in a defined speech interaction

(convergent communication) have been isolated and the patterning of these

features examined in the speech behavior of adult and child dyads. No

evidence is presented here tor the hypothesized contrast between different

communication modes, nor for the course uf development of rules guiding

conversational interaction :n children of different ages. The work, how-

ever, concentrates on dimensions of communication which will subsequently

be related to the first and third objectives listed above.

The first study examines the relationship between the relative amount

of participation in conversations of a given type and the role or functions

of the members of the dyad. The second and third studies describe the

patterning of integrative and regulatory gestures in the conduct of con-

versations. In these investiga,ions child and adult behavior is compared

and evidence for effects of such dyad characteristics as race, sex and

socioeconomic status (SES) among the child dyads is examined. The fourth

study is addressed to the question of social class differences in encoding

style and attempts to extend previous research findings to the speech of

dyads engaged in problem-solving communication.

The several studies are based on a single corpus of speech elicited

by three problem-solving tasks administered as a two-person communication

game. Thus, the subjects, procedures and materials will be described at
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the beginning of this report. Each single study contains only the specific

procedures relevant to it, i.e., details of analysis and selection of sub-

samples from the corpus. References to previous reports resulting from

this project are given in the method section below.

Method

Subjects:

Childreo.: A sample of 96 fifth-grade children was selected from four

public elementary schools so that it included equal numbers of Negro and

white boys and girls from low and middle socioeconomic (SES) families.

The saw-ling procedures employed census data, recent city surveys and

parental re52onse to letter questionnaires. The sample was further re-

stricted to children of normal age-grade placement whose Kuhlmann-Anderson

IQ scores were within a normal range (85-115). Twelve classmates within

each sex, race, and SES group were randomly assigned to dyads. The 48

dyads performed the first task in October, 1969. The same dyads, with

the exception of four replacement dyads, performed the second and third

tasks two months later. The replacements were selected by the same cri-

teria as were the original dyads. Observations on selected linguistic

features of the speech of these Eubgroups were reported in Garvey &

Dickstein (in press).

Adults: A sample of 48 adults was composed of paid volunteers, 12

males and 12 females from a predominantly black state teachers' college

and an equal number of subjects from a predominantly white state teachers'

college. Dyads from each college were composed of same sex, same race

p:irs whose schedules permitted them to attend the session at the same

time. All three tasks were administered to an adult dyad at a single

session.

Procedures:

Dyads reported to a room assigned by the school. Each member of the

dyad sat at the opposite side of a table which was divided by a screen,

so that members of the dyad could hear but not see each other. A white

administrator of the same sex as the dyad read the instructions, repeating

portions of the instructions as requested. The administrator then distributed
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the task materials, subtask by subtask, and recorded the subjects' final

choices or solutions. No information on the correctness of the solution

was given to the subjects. All sessions were tape recorded, providing

about one hour of recorded speech for each dyad. Between the administra-

tion of the first task and the second and third tasks, the adult dyads

completed a family history questiopnaire and a portion of an attitude

scale. For the children, a warm-up sesion, a version of the game

Password, preceded the first session.

All tasks were scored for accuracy from the completed task materials

and from the administrators' record of choices. Adult dyads were highly

accurate on all subtasks. Differences in accuracy among the child dyads

were correlated with social class (middle SES dyads reached accurate so-

lutions more often than low SES dyads), but not with race or sex. The

variance in the children's accuracy scores was partially accounted for

(44% of variance) by measurement of three communication components: ori-

entation of Knower, communication of essential information, and verifi-

cation of solution. Evidence of the success of the three tasks in di-

recting similar behavior was of two kinds: 1) the consistency of the

accuracy scores for children across the three tasks (K-R 20 = .72), and

2) the similar structuring of the verbal communications produced by the

adult dyads.

All ten subtasks of the first task, two subtasks of Cie second and

of the third tasks were transcribed in standard English orthography to

which was added indications of pauses, interruptions and clause junc-

tures. The transcription was supervised by a linguist. Transcriber

consistency and agreement was checked. The total verbal output (TVO)

produced by each individual for each subtask of each task was counted.

Materials:

Three tasks were devt.loped to elicit problem-solving, or convergent,

communication. Although the content of the tasks differed, all repre-

sented a situation in which two people can cooperate to excha,-Ige infor-

mation in order to reach an explicitly stated goal. The two people

together have sufficient information to solve a given problem, but

3-
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neither person is able to complete the task alone. The distribution of

information and the activity required to complete the task creates two

task functions. One function is that of Knower (K), who is cognizant

of the final form of the solution. The other function is that of the

Doer (D), who is aware of the problems which emerge in carrying out the

solution and who has the responsibility of executing the solution.

Task I. In the first task one person was given an array of seven

pictures; the other person received a single picture which was the same

as one of the pictures in the array. The set of' seven consisted of

variations of one figure (an imaginary object or creature) which had

four attributes which could be varied independently. The six figures

differed from the single (correct choice) as follows: two combinations

of four attributes differing from the single one on one dimension;

two combinations differing from the single one on two dimensions; and

two combinations which differed on three dimensions. Examples of the

arrays presented to D are reproduced in the Appendix. In subtask 8,

the correct choice, the single figure held by K, is the right-most

figure in the second row. The critical attribute with correct dimen-

sion underlined, are: smooth or humped back; left-curved or right-

curved tail; high or low position of head; short or long legs. This

task requires the identification of those attributes and one of their

two dichotomous dimensions which will, in combination, uniquely specify

the correct figure within the array of figures. D holds the array, the

specific context within which the object can be identified; K holds the

figure which combines the unique selection of dimensions of the initial

attributes. Such a task implies the notion of referring. Searle (1969)

regards a referring expression as a description of an object which

uniquely identifies that object within a specific context. We extend

this concept to the results of the cooperative activity of the dyad in

which the information required For solution ;s divided between the

participants. Task I will be called a referring task. It will be seen

that a referring task, although conforming to the definition of conver-

gent communication as do Tasks II and III, requires a somewhat different
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distribution of participant function and elicits somewhat different pro-

portions of interactional gestures. Each dyad completed ten subtasks of

Task I , each individual al ternating five t imes as K and five times as D.

The dyad's choice was scored for accuracy by counting the number of initial

attributes the chosen and correct fioure had in common.

Task H. K was given a complete wooden model of a molecule, D a

partial model. D's task was to complete, from extra pieces (colored balls,

short and long sticks:and springs) a model identical to that of K. A

second subtask, involving a different molecule, allowed the individuals

to change functions as K and D. Accuracy was assessed according to the

number and color of balls and number and shape of bonds in the completed

model.

Task HI. K was given a map with a route drawn in from the starting

point to the end point. D was given the same map without the route drawn

in. His task was to draw the same route on his map. A different map was

used in the second subtask in which the participants changed function as

K and D. Accuracy was assessed by counting the number of correct corners

included in the drawn route.

Both Tasks I I and I I I wi 11 be cal led procedural tasks. In both,

K must direct D to perform a sequence of actions (building or drawing).

The primary direction of information flow is thus from K to D; however,

D's account of his understanding, his problems, or his progress influences

K's directions, from the beginning of each subtask to its end.

Instruct ions;

The administrator read to the dyad standard instructions which des-

cribed the task. The subjects were told that they could communicate

freely to accomplish the task, which would be completed when D had iden-

tified the single picture in his array, constructed a molecule identical

to that of his partner, or drawn in the correct route to the end point

of the map. On completion D was to indicate his choice or give his com-

pleted molecule or map to the administrator. No time limits or other

restri ct i ons were imposed .

-5.-
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More complete descriptions of the subject-populations, the task

materials, and results of the accuracy analysis can be found in Baldwin

& Garvey (1970). Techniqu-as for describing the verbal communications

are presented in Garvey & Baldwin (1970), and a comparison of child and

adult communications in Garvey F, Baldwin (1971).

Framework of the Analysis:

Not all Features of the structure of the verbal communicat ions are

directly relevant to the present studies. A brief account, however, of

the framework of the analysis and of the resulting description of the

conversat ions will be helpful in understanding this report.

The discourse type is called convergent communication. Its structure

results from the cooperative activi ty of two persons pursuing an explici tly

stated goal in a situation in which the task information and activity re-

quired for the so 1 ut ion is complementarily d is tributed between the part i-

ci pants. Each complete transcription of a subtask of the referring and

of the procedural tasks represents a token of this discourse type. Typi-

cal adult subtasks are differentiated into three stages; orientation,

task conduct and closing. In the orientation stage, participants estab-

1 i sh the i r common frame of reference and ass i gn or clar fy the i r respec-

t ive funct ions. The task conduct stage is the actual working out of the

solution. The closing stage occurs after the task operations are com-

pleted and may include terminal review, summary statements or evaluation

of the previous activity.

An utterance by a part icipant is called an event; it may contain

a single clause or clause fragment or several clauses or clause fragments

The conversation, however, is viewed as a product of the dyad. Thus,

the exchange, two sequential events, one from each participant, is the

bas ic uni t of anal ys is. Rel ations holding wi thin the exchange between

events or parts of events can then be identified. Briefly, exchange

internal relations are of the type formed by a question and a response

satisfying the question; a question and an appropriate (but not satis-

fying) response; a statement and an appropriate comment; a directive

or a command and an appropr i ate quest ion. An exchange of the last type

in this non-exhaustive list is: A. Take a right, B. A sharp right?.
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The occurrence of exchanges in sequence is patterned. Some croups of

exchanges show a high degree of cohesion, and between such groups there is

a break, a linguistic or thematic discontinuity. These groupings may be

viewed as a conversational analogue of the paragraph. These groupings are

cal led chunks , which are defined as a uni t of content. The chunk is struc-

tured around a single major topic and is marked at its boundaries by verbal

signals Oexical, grammatical or intonational or a combination of Iwo or

more such signals). The further structural analysis of the chunk identifies

exchange groups and embedded exchange sequences. The exchange group is a

sequence of exchanges in which there is continuity of form between two non-

cont iguous events produced by a single participant. The intervening event

may be a cont inuative or an interrupted interrupt ion from the other parti-

cipant. The embedded exchange sequence is simi ar to a parentheti cal in-

sert ion, which itself shows internal cohesion. If it is excised, however,

an exchange internal relatiooship holds between the event preceding it

and the event fol lowi ng i t.

The fol lowing example of a chunk (excerpted from an adult transcript

of Task I I I) wi 11 H1 us trate the tems thus far i ntroduced. Events are

numbered in sequence. An exchange is a combination of events or event

components, e.g., exchange 15-16 is composed of the simple event 15 and

part of the complex event 16, "okay--fine il." Exchange 16-17 is composed

of the second part of the complex event 1 6, "so I take the curved /," and

all of the simple event 17.

Chunk boundaries are indicated by a double slash (//). The beginning

of a chunk is signalled here by a marker, "okay" or "now," as in events

9 and 19, respectively. A question mark (?) indicates a question, identi-

fied either by intonation or word order. The double bar (//) indicates

any clause fi nal juncture excep t that of rising intonations. Thus , in

event 14 the sequence, (? 1/), i ndicates that the event is a quest ion (a

component of the disjunctive question begun in event 12) and was produced

wi th a final , fall ing intonation contour.. The s i oale slash (/) ind icates

that the event was interrupted, i.e., event 13 was begun while the speaker

of event 12 was still talking.

-7-
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The example contains an exchange group (exchanges 12-13 and 13-14) in

an embedded exchange sequence (exchanges 12-1 3 through 15-16):

9) okay you're on the street
where the truck is /1

1 0) okay #
1 1) okay take that unti 1 you hi t the

next i ntersect i on and fo 1 lowing
that !ntersection up--take the
curved part rather than the
straight part //

1 2) okay this intersection that
I'm atthis the intersection
right above the trees?/

1 3 ) un huh #
1 4) or next to the Gino's /-/

1 5) right above the trees //
1 6) okayfine # so I take the

curved /
1 7) take the curved section //

1 8) okay #
19) al 1 r i ght // now when you

get off the curved sect ion #
want you to take the road

that goes straight to the
flag #

The internal organization of the chunk is related to the treatment of
i ts topic or theme, which may be des cribed as fol lows . The theme is f i rst

es tabl i shed . In the examp 1 e above a precond i t i on for establ i shment of a

theme was given in event 9 and conf I rmed in event 10. The theme, which

may be paraphrased as "Take the street where the truck is to the next in-
tersection and fol 1 ow the curved section up," is contained in event 11.
The embedded exchange sequence (exchanges 1 2-1 3 through 15-16) is a segment

which serves to clarify one component of the theme, i .e., "which inter-
section." I f excised the theme of the chunk remains the same. The reso-

1 ution segment of the chunk begins with exchange 16-17 and conc 1 udes wi th

exchange 1 8-19. A new chunk begins with the second part of the complex

event 19. Note that the embedded exchange sequence itself has a theme

which is subordinated to the major theme of the chunk, a precondition

to that theme, and a resolut ion segment (fi rs t part of event 16).
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The adu I t commun i cations were rema rkably s imi 1 ar in the degree to

which the orientation and clos ing stages were present and the degree to
which precondition of the theme and the resolution segments were overtly
marked. The children's communications revealed similar patterning but
were less consistent in marking these features of organization of the
discourse. Other measures of the content type and behavior type of

events produced simi 1 a r resul ts (Garvey & Baldwin, 1971); the adul t dyads

exchanged more messages concerned with 1) the evaluation of information
and 2) the acknowledgement of message reception than did child dyads.

The results of the previous studies of the speech of child and
adul t dyads performing the three problemsolving tasks may be summarized

as fol lows:

The regularities of the adult behavior permi tted a description of
a discourse type. The structural features of this type provided dimen-
sions on which adult and child communications in this speech situation
could be compared. The comparisons support the notion that children
of this age level have acquired some, but not all, and have acquired
on 1 y to some degree, the comp] ex behav i ors common to adu 1 ts in thi s mode

of interaction.

Middle SES children were more successful than low SES children in

achieving accurate solutions to the tasks, and this advantage was, in
part, ascribed to behaviorallydefined cognitive factors (Saldwin & Garvey,
1970). However, in respect to the formal organization of the discourse
desc ri bed above, no consistent SES, race or sex differences were present

among the child dyads.

-9-



1. Relationships amc,ng Speaker Function, Communication Mode
and Rel a t ive Amount of Par ti cipat ion

The determ i nants of relative amount of participation in communicat ion
situat ions have been stud ied prima ri ly in small groups (Stephen & Mish 1 er,

1952; Bavelas et al 1965) or in two-person interv I ew si tuat i ons (Sas low

& Meta razzo, 1959). Al though ind i viduals are bel i eyed to show some stable

characteristics in act-rate and amount of action, relative amount of parti-
cipation in the interview by an interviewee can be affected by the duration
of the interviewer's speech. Matarazzo et al. (1963) suggested a "verbal

interaction constant" of 5(1 nterviewee) to 1 (interviewer) measured in

durat on of speech of the interv i ew s i tuat i on. Thi s effect may be re 1 ated

to the organizational properties of the interview itself. Examining

duration of participants' speech in unstructured (but topic-oriented)
conversations on three occasions, Feldstein (1968) found that the relative
durat ion of utterance was reliabl y constant across the occas ions and that
a rat io of one speaker to _the other was approximately 1 to I. Within

the unstructured conversation, however, length of utterance of one parti-
cipant (number of words per utterance) was not reliably related to that
of the other.

These studies do not directly question the inf luence of interaction
mode or type on relative amount of particpation, whether the latter is
measured in duration or i n amount of speech in words (total verbal out-
put). Goffman (1955) has pointed out that the rules of talk pertain not
to spoken interaction as an ongoing process, but to an occas ion of talk
as a naturally bounded unit. The unit is the total activity "accredited"
or leg i timized by the off icial pa rticipants who mai ntain a s ingle (some-
times moving) focus of attention. However, occasions can be grouped

into types according to the properties of their components (Hymes, 1968).
According to sociolinguistic theory, a given speech situation is charac-
terized by occurring properly in a setting and at a time, is structured
in respect to the parti ci pant rol es and rec iprocal functions and obl i-
gations of those roles, and shows certain selectional rules governing
topic. Thus, to use Ervin-Tripp's (1969) example, a class at a univer-
sity is a situat ion. The setting is a scheduled time and place, the

-10-
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participants are s tudents and an authorized i nstructor. The functions of

the personnel and the relevance of topics are recogni zed by the partici-

pants. Ei ther a 1 ecture or a seminar discuss ion is the normal speech

event i n this s i tuation. The event i tself is structured into s tages,

and exhi bi ts internal sequencing ru 1 es. Furthermore, the event selects

from the repertoi res of the participants' speech styl es appropri ate to

the si tuat ion and to the specific event (lecture or 1 ess formal discuss i on)

and, we suggest, the appropriate type and amount of par t icipat i on. For

examples of stud i es of speech events fol low i ng this general framework,

see Blom and Gumperz (1968) and Frake (1964) .

A somewhat cIT fferent emphasis focuses on the process and purpose of

i nteract ion rather than on such components as setting, channel , time.

Watson and Potter (1962) have proposed a dis t inction between task-centered

interact i on, which shows locomotion toward a goal , and social i nteract i on ,

which deal s with el aborat ion of conversatibna 1 resources. I n the latter

the disp 1 ay, maintenance and development of personal identity i s paramount.

Moscovici (1967) suggests that speaker function is in part def i ned by one

of two poss ible purposes: to maintain or change behav ior of the 1 istener

or to mai ntain or change the relati onship of speakers . The di fferent

functions requi re d ifferent strategi es and impose certai n res traints on

speakers which affect the communicat ion system--speci f i cial 1 y the organi-

zation of messages . McGui re & Lorch (1968) examine rules for talk which

obtain i n specific intereet ional modes of dyadic commun ication of which

they list associat ional, problem-solving, interrogation and clarification

of misunders tandi ng. McGui re & Lorch do not discuss how such modes woul d

relate to speech events occurring i n the soci al ly ident ified context of a

speech s i tuation. However, the congruence of a given mode wi th types of

speech events appropriate to certai n speech s i tuations is presumably re-

cognized by competent speakers withi n a speech communi ty. Garf I nkel (1967)

has prov ided some evidence of the strength of reactions to use of modes

i nappropr i ate to a s tuat ion or differing from the events expected in a

situation. We wi 1 1 use the term communication mode to refer to the shared

complex of rules underlying the spoken interaction in an occas i on of tal k.

15



Re 1 at ive amount of part i cipat i on can be v iewed in this framework as

being di rected by mode rules which identify the funct ions of the partici-

pants and structure their verbal and nonverbal interaction. The inter-

view, the social conversation, or the problem-oriented discussion should

be regul ated by d i fferent rules for relacive amount and type of partici-

pation. Rules for relevance of evidence, for speaker-switching, for

degree of redundancy are also expected to differ according to the mode

adopted. In the problem-solving communication mode, or convergent communi-

cation, the organization can be referred primarily to the information-

related functions of the participants and to their mutual recogni tion of

and joint obligations to pursue a goal or solution. I f such properties of

speech events are important determinants of relative amount of participa-

tion in unrestricted communications, then adult members of the same speech

communiti should be expected to show the same relative amount of partici-

pation according to participant function. That is, the speaker in a given

function should exhibit greater regularity in amount of participation than

the speaker as ind ividual (whose characterist ic verbos i ty or ret icence

would be affected by his function in the interaction). If it is true that

chi ldren only gradual ly acqui re the adult rul es for interrelati ng thei r

performances, then their rel ative amount of participat ion would be less

wel 1 pred i cted from their participant function than that of adu 1 ts. The

children in the present study range from 10-12 years of age. I n other

measures of conversational cohesion they fai 1 to exhi b i t an adul t level

of consistency (Garvey & Baldwin, 1971). There is reason to expect that

mode rules for participation are also not yet fully developed for all

child speakers.

The problem-solving mode and the tasks employed in this study show

a differentiation of participant function. Both participants have accepted

the task goal and cooperate to approach it. However, the initial distri-

bution of informat ion differs from task to task. Informational or cogni-

t ive demands of the task mus t influence rel at ive part i cipation to some

degree. Problem-solving communication presupposes that the part icipants

cognize a strategy which takes into account the initial distribution of

informat ion and i ts necessary direct ion of f 1 ow. We are assumi ng, however,

-12-
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that the adoption of a strategy and its consistent execution is influenced

by mode conventions. The participants, having agreed tacitly or explicitly

to adopt a strategy, have apportioned the functions of the realized mode,

and their subsequent behavior is constrained by the rules for those func-

tions. Ind ividual loquacity, or aggressiveness or reticence, would also

be constrained by function requirements. Thus, the communication can be

viewed as a field of tensions. The cognitive requirements, the individual

behavior patterns, and the interactional conventions for the mode may all

influence the relative amount of participation and the distribution of

task work. We have not manipulated these three factors independently.

However, some attempt is made to identify their influence in determining

the patterning of relative amount of participation in the tasks examined.

Results

The data consist of the total verbal output of 48 adults and 96 chil-

dren performing the several subtasks of the three communication tasks.

Child dyads were grouped according to SES (Low, Middle), race (Black,

White), and sex (Male, Female); adult dyads were grouped according to

race and sex. Thus, there were 12 groups of subjects. The mean TVO and

standard deviations for the 12 groups are presented, by task, in Table 1.

Al though the low SES whi te ma le chi ldren (LWM) produced l ess TVO for all

three tasks, not race, nor sex, nor SES consistently predicts TVO for

the child dyads. Among the adult dyads, however, greater TVO is associ-

ated with race, the black adul ts consistently producing greater TVO on

al 1 tasks. Inspection of the standard deviations for each group indi-

cates greater variability in TVO among the child dyads than among the

adult dyads.

-13-
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of TVO
by Task for All Dyads

TASK ADULTa CHILD
b

WM WF BM BF MBM MBF LBM LBF MWM MI* LWM LWF

Tas k 1

(10 subtasks)

Mean 1 250 100 2 1514 2 056 1151+ 1449 1202 1 346 1182 1016 71 1 1633

S. D. 459 369 544 137 632 739 754 10 31 480 427 186 780

Tas k I I

(2 subtasks)

Mean 1 057 127 6 1790 1 664 1032 1166 1684c 1 2 68 971 1622 1429 422d

S . D. 231 555 520 494 4 75 898 499 751 472 1359 45 0 336

Task III
(2 subtasks)

Mean 1 235 1260 1807 2236 15 60 126 5 1105d 1 0 75 1318 2538 8 01 587
S. D. 239 288 453 605 618 73 5 710 3 79 485 1202 500 334C

a
N= 6 dyads per subgroup

bN=
6 dyads per subgroup except as noted

cN=
4 dyads)

dN=
5 dyads

(remaining dyads, of 6, did not speak during task)

The distribution of TVO by Knower (K) and Doer (D) functions was then

examined ;in each of the tasks and subtasks in each subgroup. At this point

no predictions were made about the influence of specific strategies and the

analysis was directed toward uncovering any consistent patterning of rela-

tive participation within a task. Proceeding by task, the relative parti-

cipation of K and D was calculated for each subtask. Subtasks in which K

and D produced the same amount (- 10 words of speech) were identified as

bal anced di s t ri but ions and exc 1 uded from the count of speaker-di fferenti-

ated subtasks. Then, the percentage of the remaining subtasks in which

K-TVO exceeded D-TVO was calculated. Figure 1 represents the percentage

of the subtasks in wh i ch K-TVO exceeded D-TVO for each subgroup i n Task I .

Figure 2 represents the same data for Task III . In these two tasks, the

majority of subtasks shows greater amounts of TVO produced by K than by

D among the child subgroups and among the adult subgroups. Only the LWM

1.8



and LBM subgroups failed to differentiate relative participation in the
majority of subtasks of Task I I. However, comparison of child and adult
percentages of subtasks shows that more of the adult dyads conform to the
pattern K-TVO exceeds D-TVO. Combining these two similarly patterned
tasks, the ratio of K-TVO to D-TVO for adults (raw scores) is approximately
2: 1 (white adu.1 ts 2.1 :1; K 20, 208, D 8, 839; black adul ts 1.7:1; K 28,664;
D 16,239).
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For the child dyads the ratio is 1.7:1; (K 66,669, D 1+0,005).

40%

BD=2

N=10

58%

50%
BD=0
N=8

75%

71%
BD=3

N=7

75% 75%

91%

75%

83%
91%

100%

BD=2
N=10

LWM LBM tiff LWF MWM LBF MBM MBF WM BF BM WF

CHI LDREN ADULTS

Figure 1. Percentage of subtasks in Task I I in which K-TVO exceeds D-TVO. Notet

Number of subtasks for each group is 12 except as noted, where
N=number of subtasks (excluding balanced distributions) and
BD=number of subtasks with balanced distribution. Where
BD + W2, incomplete date (i.e., poor recording, no talk)
necessitated deletion of subtasks from the group.
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91%
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N=11
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CHILDREN

LBF LWM MWM BF BM WF

ADULTS
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Figure 2 . Percentage of subtasks of Task I I I in which K-TVO exceeds D-TVO. Note:

Number of subtasks for each group is 12 except as noted, where N=mumber
of subtasks (excluding balanced distributions) and BD=number of subtasks
wi th ba 1 anced distributions . Where BD + INI1 2, i ncomp 1 ete data ( i .e.,

poor recording, no talk) necessitated deletion of subtasks from the group.

On these two tasks, the distribution of information is such that

K holds the information about the form of the final solution, i.e., the

shape of the complete molecule or the course of the correct route. His

work is to direct the activity of D, to communicate the steps leading

to the solution of the task. But D participates actively. Doers typi-

cally question messages they consider unclear, anticipate directions, try

to provide K with information about their position or understanding of

the task, as well as providing feedback at frequent and regular intervals

during K's presentation. For al 1 adu 1 t dyads and for most chi 1 d dyads,

it is the K function which dominated the task. What is surprising is

the degree to which D participates. Figure 3 presents a sample of an

adult, white, male dyad in a portion of Task I H (map). The variety

and frequency of D response is typical of the adult dyads.

(Figure 3)

23) then you make a right onto
that road //

24) al I right make a right #

26) that 1 ittl e 1 ine there? #

25) until you get to that first
i ntersect ion #

27) yeah--it connects it to--
take that up #
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28) yeah II

30) make a left?

32) all right //

34) rai 1 road cross i ng sign?

36) yeah--go up the middle
line #

38) take a right onto the
1 ine?

40) past the factory you
take a right onto that
1 i ne?

42) all right //

29) then make anothera left //

31) yeah /1

33) all right--follow that until
you get to that sign or what-
ever it is //

35) yes--and then you can go up
that--not the far one but the
one in the middle 11

37) past the factory 1/

39) yeah //

41) right //

Figure 3. Excerpt from Task III (adult, white, male dyad)

We cannot i sol ate the relative effects of cogn i t ive, i nd iv idua 1 , or

mode i nfl uences in these two tasks . However, it would be d i fficult to

account for the frequency of subtasks in which K-TVO exceeds D-TVO if in-

dividual talkativeness were the major factor, since it is K rather than

the specific individual whose relative TVO produces these results. I t

would be di fficul t to account for the high proportion of D participat ion

if the distribution of task information determined the relative amount

of participation. The Doer's participation, as illustrated in Figure 3,

is highly cooperative, but also highly redundant in respect to the factual

information conveyed. These results on the relative amount of participa-

tion in the two tasks indicate that adult dyads consistently pattern their

activi ty accord ing to the i r funct ion in the interact ion. Chi Id dyads ex-

hibit somewhat less consistency in relative distribution of participation

accord i ng to function. Further, this mode seems to requi re a distribution

of relative participation which differs from interactions observed in

interview situations in which the interviewee-interviewer rat io of relative
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duration was 5:1 (Matarazzo et al., 1963) and from unstructured, but topic-
oriented conversations (Feldstein, 1968) in which the distribution was 1:1.

Figure 4 presents for each subgroup the percentage of subtasks in
Task I in which K-TVO exceeded D-TVO.

74%

BD=6

N=54
68%
BD=13
N=4760%

BD=1051%

BD=17
N=43

52%

SD=6
N=46

52%
BD=9
N=50457

°
BD=7
N=53

41%

BD=6
N=54

37%
BD=9

N=51

35%
BD=11
N=49 25%

BD=8
0=5117%

BD=14
N=46

WF WM

ADULTS

MWM ti-Wr LBF LWF LWM

CHI LDREN

MBF MBM LBM BM BF

ADULTS

Figure 4. Percentage of subtasks in Task I in which K-TVO exceeds D-TVO. Note:

BD=number of subtasks with balanced distribution of speech. N= number
of subtasks (excluding balanced distributions) Where BD + N#60, in-
complete data (i.e., poor recording, no talk) necessitated deletion
of subtasks from the group.

For the black adult subgroup (male and female combined) K-TVO exceeds

D-TVO in 71% of the subtasks. For whi te adul ts (male and female combined)

a very different pattern is apparent. D-TVO exceeds K-TVO in 74% of the

subtasks. The chi Id subgroups show a considerable range. In general, the
black child dyads resemble the black adult pattern, and the white child
dyads resemble the white adul t pattern. With the exception of the MWM

and MWF subgroups, however, the chi Id dyads reflect a relatively even
balance between K and D dominance in relative participation. The mean

percentage of subtasks in which K-TVO exceeds D-TVO for all child dyads
is 45%. The ratio of K-TVO to D-TVO (raw scores) for Task I is as
follows:
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B1 ack adu 1 ts; 1.3 :1 (K 12,018; D 7,818)
White adults. 1:1.4 (K 5,780; D 9,359)
Children: 1:14 (K 27,099; 0 29,806)

It is apparent that the white adults have adopted a different strategy

for the performance of the referring task, whereas the performance of the

black adults resembles their performance on the other two tasks. Task

functions are differentiated in a majority of all adult subtasks; however,

blacks tend to allot task dominance to K, whites to D. Although the ratio

of K-TVO to D-TVO shows that the chi Id dyads permit some differentiation

of part icipation of speakers in this task, the analys is of participation

by subtask shows no strong preference in the children for consistent pat-

terning of relative participation.

From the cons iderat ion of the i ni tial d i s tri but i on of information and

the optimal strategy for reaching a solution, Task 1 differs from Tasks

11 and I 1 1. In Task I, D can see the display of seven figures, can iden-

tify the critical attributes and their dimensions. Although K can describe

his single figure in detail, he does not know what attributes of his figure

are crit ical. The more eff icient procedure would seem to be for D to ask

questions which systematically eliminate variations of the figure. That

is the strategy followed by the majority of the white adult dyads. The

black adult dyads prefer a strategy in which K describes his figure in

detail, followed in many cases by D's questioning or checking on the

critical attributes. In order to confirm the relationship of these stra-

tegy differences to TVD, the percentage of attributes initially mentioned

by D was correlated for each dyad with the raw TVO for each subtask. The

correlation was significant (r=.42, p < .05) for the adult dyads, suggest-

ing that this strategy was more eff icient, i.e., that dyads in which 0

asked K for a dec is ion on each cri t i cal attri bute compl eted the task wi th

a lesser amount of speech. The relationship between this measure of

strategy and TVO for the child dyads was not significant, however. This

finding suggests that factors other than strategy play a greater role in

influencing TVO among the child dyads.
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We have assumed that the different patterns of relative participation
between the black adult dyads and the white adult dyads reflects a different
realization of the mode conventions for problem-solving communication in
this task. White dyads have consistently chosen an efficient strategy,
black dyads have been equally consistent in adopting a relatively less
efficient strategy to solve tasks with the same initial distribution of
information. All adult dyads achieved accurate solution.

A further analysis was undertaken to weigh the relative effects of
individual behavior patterns of talkativeness and of conformity to the
empirically determined, preferred strategies of these two groups. A

measure of talkativeness was derived for each individual by summing his
TVO in both K and D functions in the subtasks of Tasks II and III combined.
This measure identified the more talkative individual of each dyad. The

white adult strategy for Task I allows D to dominate the task. Thus, each

subtask of Task I was examined to determine whether the more talkative
individual conformed to the group convention, i.e., moderated his TVO when
functioning as K, in relation to the TVO of D. For example, in the dyad
201-202, individual 202 produced greater TVO across both functions in
Tasks I I and III. If 202 spoke less as K than his partner did as D in
a subtask of Task I, the dyad was said to conform to the mode conventions
dictated by the group's preferred strategy; the subtask was rule-governed (R)
lf, in the K function 202 spoke more than D, the subtask was governed by
202's individual behavior (T). If the less talkative member, 201, exceeded

the TVO of 202 when 201 was K, the influence cannot be identified, but may
be suspected to be informational cognitive (0). When 202 spoke more

as D, this could be attributed either to rule or to behavior pattern, but
no decision could be made (1 + T) . Balanced distributions were also
counted. The same procedure was carried out for the black adult dyads,
but the rule convention was reversed, i.e., that group's preferred conven-
tion allows K to dominate the subtask. Thus, the more talkative individual
would be expected to moderate his TVO when functioning as D. The results
of this analysis are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2

Distribution of Task I Subtasks for White and Black Adult
Dyads by Predictors of Relative Participation

Item White Dyads Black Dyads

Predictor:

Rule (R) 29 30

Individual (T) 20 19

Rule and Individual
predictors coincide (R + T) 41 42

Other (0) 5 10

Balanced subtasks 25 19

Totala 120 120

a
12 dyads x 10 subLasks = 120 subtasks for each group.

The influence of individual talkativeness is clear in only one-

sixth of the subtasks. Clear evidence of conformation to the_group's

preferred strategy is present in one-fourth of the subtasks. Rule

and individual talkativeness coincide in one-third of the subtasks.

Other influences (0) are not strong, but balanced subtasks (subtasks

in which participant function was not clearly differentiated) account

for a little more than one-sixth of the subtasks. What is most

striking about this analysis is that the relative participation of

both the white and black groups, although their apparent strategies are

quite different, is shown to be subject in the same way to the various

influences governing distribution of participant function.

For most of the child subgroups no clear strategy prediction could

be made and thus, this analysis was not performed for the children as

a group. However, since the analysis of subtasks indicated that the

middle SES white male and female children exhibited a pattern similar

to that of the white adults, the predictors of relative participation

were examined for the subgroup of white female children. (Presence

of a replacement dyad among the white male dyads in Tasks II and III

made it impossible to determine individual talkativeness for one dyad

of the white males.) Table 3 presents a comparison of this analysis

for white adult females and middle SES, white, female children.
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Table 3

Distribution of Task I Subtasks for White Adult Females
and Child Middle SES White Females by
Predictors of Relative Participation

Item Adult (4F) Child (MWF)
-

Predictor:

Rule (R)
Individual (T)

Rule and Individual (R + T)

Other (0)

Balanced subtasks

Total

17

7

21

1

14

13

12

19

7

9

60 60

The similarilty of the two groups confirms the observation that

MWF children were following the same mode convention for relative parti-

cipation in the task as white adult dyads. Indivialal talkativeness

appears to influence participation somewhat more for the child dyads

than for the adult, and clear evidence of operation of the preferred

strategy rule is somewhat less. In both groups, however, one-fourth

of the subtasks show influences unaccounted for by the rule of the mode

convention (R) or individual talkativeness (T).

Summary

Relative participation measured by TVO of members of child and

adult dyads was examined across three problem-solving tasks in which,

by cooperatively pursuing an explicit goal, participants could allot

their respective activity to differentiated task functions. It was

assumed that adult dyads would display consistent behavior in respect

to their relative participation according to task functions. If so,

this consistency could 'ae interpreted as reflecting the influence of

rules which guide this mode of conversational interaction.

The specific mode under consideration, problem-solving, would be

expected to differ from other modes such as the interview on a number

of dimensions of which relative participation of members of the dyad
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is one. It was preaicted that, if the rules for interaction are learned,

then the child dyads might exhibit less consistency in relative partici-

pation according to task functions in this conversational mode. Relative

participation for all groups was hypothesized to be a complex function of

the rules for mode conventions, individual behavior patterns (talkative-

ness) and the cognitive or informational requirements of task performance.

The individual subjer:t in a dyad alternated in the two task functions

(Knower or source of information; Doer or person responsible for executing

solution) in subtasks of each of the three tasks. The tasks were examined

for relative participation of the two functions. In Tasks II and III all

dyads allotted the major amount of participation to the Knower function

rather than to a given individual. The relative participation of the Doer

function was high, indicating that active cooperation, rather than passive

reception of information is characteristic of the problem-solving inter-

action of these procedural tasks. Child dyads, however, conformed to

the adult pattern (K-TVO > D-TVO) in fewer of the subtasks of Tasks II and

In Task I, a referring task, black adult dyads followed the same pat-

tern as in Tasks II and III. White adult dyads reversed the pattern to

given the major amount of participation to the Doer function, a strategy

which correlated with.increased efficiency. Within both adult groups,

however,participant functions were differentiated to approximately the

same degree with active participation from the non-dominant funcUon.

This result suggest that the same mode conventions may result in super-

ficially different strategies in different socially defined groups and

that studies of verbal interaction should attempt to examine similarities.

In Task I child dyads tended to produce the same pattern of relative

participation as their same race-sex adult counterparts. Again, however,

in more subtasks the child dyads failed to differentiate participation

between the two functions.

Finally, black adult and white adult dyads were compared (Task I)

on the extent to which relative participation in each subtask could be

predicted by mode conventions or individual talkativeness or by other

influences. By assuming that each dyad conformed to the mode convention
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unique to its group, it was found that both grcups' patterns reflected

approximately equal influences on relative participation. This finding

supports the validity of the proposal that mode conventions, individual

behavior patterns and cognitive requirements all operate in influencing

relative participation in problem-solving communications.

Only one child subgroup (MWF) was compared to its adult counterpart

(WF) in this analysis. These child dyads, though somewhat less influenced

by mode conventions, showed a similar interaction of influences on rela-

tive participation.
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II. Mechanisms of the Regulation of Conversation:. Repetitions

This study will examine some of the mechanisms by which the flow of

conversation in dyadic communication is regulated and integrated. Although

there has been little discussion of what classes of mechanisms should be

distinguished and how these classes might work, the existence of regulative

and integrative gestures in dyadic communication has frequently been noted.

Joos (1962) postulates a predictable rate at which the addressee contributes

feedback gestures in "consultative style," and Scheflin (1968) suggests a

class of "integrational signals" which operates to coordinate the interloc-

utors' participation.

The results of the study of relative participation supported the idea

that speaker function in a task influences the relative amount of partici-

pation of the speakers, moderating individual behavior patterns. In all

tasks, and in the procedural tasks cspecially (Tasks II and III) the pro-

portion of Doer TVO seemed to exceed that minimally necessary for success-

ful completion of the tasks. Both speakers, actually, devote a number of

events to messages that neither present new information nor search for

new information, but which serve the process of information transmission

or reception. These messages represent management (M1) content (manipu-

lation of persons or objects, e.g., "Hold It...wait a minute."; "This

stick doesn't fit right."), metacommunicative (M
2

) content (attempts at

precision, recoding, e.g., "Well, not exactly a sharp curve, more

curvy iike."), or a category of content which includes signals of mes-

sage and evaluation reception (M) such as continuatives, e.g., "Yeah,"

"Okay," and repetitions.

The average number of events per chunk in Tasks II and III was 6.2

for adult dyads. The average number of M-events per chunk in Tasks 11

and II! was 1.1. Thus one-sixih of the events of each chunk was devoted

to signals of message reception. Such regulative verbal gestures seem

to be characteristic of oral problem-solving communications and probably

account, in part, for the large number of meSSageS employed in. spoken
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communications as opposed to communications via other channels such as

handwriting or typewriting (Chapanis, 1971).

Repetition of a preceding utterance by a speaker appears to play an

important part in integrating the flow of conversation. Repetitions (as

a subclass of M-events) were selected for more detailed analysis. Only

exact verbatim repetitions of a part or whole of a preceding utterance

were included in the analysis. The count is a conservative estimate of

how much one speaker repeats another's speech, since many utterances

incorporate all or part of a preceding utterance but modify it in some

way, e.g., A. So it has knobby knees. B. Well, it has sort of knobby

knees.

Repetitions were classified as follows:

1. Form of repetition:

C--Verbatim repetition of a complete immediately preceding

clause.

C+--Verbatim repetition of a complete immediately preceding

clause with additional material added outside the re-

peated clause, e.g., A. It has feathers. B. It has

feathers--Well, okay.

PE--Verbatim repetitions of the end of a preceding clause,

e.g., A. It has feathers. B. Feathers.

PO--Verbatim repetition of some part other than the end of

an immediately preceding clause, e.g., A. It has feathers

oo eaci wing. B. Has feathers.

Repetitions were further classified as to form as a) explicit

questions (Q) , i.e., marked by question intonation or question

word, or as b) non-questions, or confirmatory statements (S).

Answers to questions which duplicated the form of the question

were excluded from the count since the answer form, although

subject to variation in extent of ellipsis, could be considered

to be determined by the question form, e.g., A. Should I make

a left? B. Yeso-N../Yes, a Yes, make a Yes, you

should make a left.
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2. Context of repetition:

The utterance was classified as search for information (S),

presentation of information (P) or evaluation of information (E).
*

These categories reflect the intent of the speaker as he performs

his particular participant function in the problem-solving com-

munication.

3. Consequence of repetition:

The utterance following the repetition was examined to determine

whether the repetition was explicitly acknowledged (A) or not ack-

knowledged (NA). If the speaker who produced the repetition con-

tinued talking, the consequence was speaker continues (NASC). In

this case the repetition was not acknowledged, but under the spe-

cific circumstance that the speaker ad not pause or wait for

acknowledgement of his repetition.

The following examples illustrate the coding categories:

A. what about his feet. are they
black or white? B. they're white #

B. white # unh--what about the
ears #

Partial-end (PE); Confirmatory Statement (S); Context
of Presentation (P); Consequence: Not acknowledged--
speaker continues (NASC).

A. would you say his left ear
is bigger than his right? B. gee, I don't think

so--they're about
the same size #

A. they're about the same size? B. un huh #

Complete (C); Question (Q); Context of Presentation (P);
Consequence: Acknowledged (A).

These categories employed in previous studies are described in
detail in Garvey & Baldwin, (1970).
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A. the stripes are red? B. the stripes?

A. yeah, around his body #

Partial-other (P0); Question (Q); Context of Search (S);
Consequence: Acknowledged (A).

A. put a peg on top of this
black tom # B. black atom #

A. right # it's got one hole
left #

Pertial-end (PE); Confirmatory Statement (S); Context of
Presentation (P); Consequence: Acknowledged (A).

Repetitions, as defined, were tallied for Task I and for Tasks II

and III combined. Missing data due to poor recording reduced the number

of child dyads in Task I from 48 to 46. In Tasks II and III those dyads

(2 low SES black and 3 low SES white and 1 middle SES black) who failed

to produce at least 30 exchanges on any single subtask were eliminated.

Thus, only 42 child dyads are represented in the analysis of Tasks II

and III. Although this procedure may have reduced the differences

between the child and adult groups as a whole, it seemed preferable for

the present analyses to include only those child dyads whose verbal

interactions were fluent and unconstrained. The raw scores of repetitions

for each dyad were divided by the number of exchanges produced by the

dyad to give a percentage of exchanges containing a repetition. Table 4

presents the means and standard deviations of exchanges containing repe-

titions for the child and adult dyads for Task I and for Tasks II and III

combined.

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations of
Exchanges Containing Repetitions for Child And Adult Dyads

Task Child Adult (N=24)

Task 1

M .02 (N,46) M .07i
SD .02 SD .03

Tasks II & III M .04 (N=42) M .04

SD .02 SD .01

p < .01 (by a t-test)
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The percentage of exchanges containing repetitions is significantly greater

for adults than for children in Task I, although in Tasks 11 and III the

percentages for children and adults is the same, 4%. There was somewhat

more consistency in its use among the adult dyads. No adult dyads failed

to use repetitions in each task. However, 10 child dyads did not use rep-

etitions in Task I and 2 child dyads failed to use repetitions in Tasks II

and III. Post-hoc comparisons of the adult dyad subgroups revealed no dif-

ferences between the sex or racial subgroups. Among the child dyads sex

and race comparisons were also non-significant. More low SES child dyads

produced repetitions of their partner's speech than did middle SES child

dyads (X
2

= 5.5; df = 1; p < .05) in Tasks II and III, but not, however,

in Task I.

These results indicate that repetition of a partner's utterance was a

relatively stable feature of problem-solving communication in the two

types of tasks examined, although adults tended to use this gesture more

frequently in the referring task. It is, of course, only one type of de-

pendency by which cohesion is achieved, but it is a gesture which many of

the child dyads utilized.

The results of subsequent analyses are consonant with the results

presented above. In general, children 10-12 years old use this gesture

in a manner very similar to that of adults.

1. Form of repetition:

The distribution of repetitions by form is shown in Table 5.

Table 5

Percentages of Repetitions by Form Classifications
for Adult and Child Dyads

Form Adult Dyads Child Dyads

Partial-end (PE) 34% 35%
Partial-other (P0) 19 28

Complete (C) 28 24
Complete + (C+) 18 10

Total 99%a 97%a

a
Unclassifiable repetitions reduce the total percentages

from 100%. Slightly fewer of the child dyads' repet:tions
could be classified in these categories.
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Both adults and children produced more repetitions which duplicated

only a final portion of the repeated clause: 35% of all repetitions were

classified as Partial-end (PE). This result may reflect the fact that in

an analysis of theme-rheme components, the rheme tends to occur toward

the end of the clause in English. (For the relation of repetitions to

the presentation of information see section 2 below.) Both child and

adult dyads show a rather similar distribution of form types. Inspection

of the form of repetitions within dyads shows that variety of form is

preferred, i.e., no dyad uses one form exclusively in any task.

Repetitions in question form (Q) made up 48% o( the child dyads'

repetitions and 31% of the adults'. In only a few cases could the ques-
t

tion-form repetition be interpreted as a genuine request for information

resulting from mis-hearing or misunderstanding. Rather, the question-

form repetition appears to be a variant of the statemLnt-form or confir-

matory repetition, even though it is more likely to bd.acknowledged.

(See section 3 below.)

2. Context of repetition:

Most repetitions (940/, adult; 90% children) occur after the pre-

sentation of information (P). In the procedural tasks (I1 and 111) the

repetition occurs most generally after an unsolicited presentation; in

the referring task (1) after a solicited presentation (an answer to a

question). Thus, the repetition, when it occurs, appears to serve to

confirm new information as it is presented.

Example: (After a solicited presentation of information)

A. is the mouth open or closed?

B. closedt#

A. it's closed--okay II

Example: (After an unsolicited presentation of infoi-mation)

A. then you go past the factory 11

B. past the\ factory #

A. yeah # you'll see another street #

3. Consequence of repetition:

Adults tended to acknowledge a repetition more often than children:

64% of adult repetitions and 56% of children's repetitions were explicitly
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acknowledged. There were no significant differences among the child sub-

groups, but black adults t6nded to acknowledge repetitions more often

than did whi.te adults (black adults, 72%; white adults, 52%).

Of those repetitions which were not acknowledged, the majority were

cases in which the speaker continued talking (adults, 23%, NASC). Thus,

only 13% of all adult repetitions were not explicitly acknowledged if the

speaker's partner had the opportunity to respond. For the child dyads

the percentage is similarly low (15%, NA), although somewhat more in-

stances of speaker continuing without pause for response occurred among

child dyads (29%, NASC).

If a repetition was encoded in question-form, it was likely to be

acknowledged. Of 218 repetitions in question-form only 4 were not ac-

knowledged among the adult dyads; among the child dyads 19 out of 281

question-form repetitions were not acknowledged. In a few cases the

speaker who produced the question-form repetition did not pause for

acknowledgement, but continued talking. Adult dyads produced 12 such

cases, child dyads 48.

Acknowledgement of a repetition contributes further to the number

of messages in problem-solving conversations which are concerned with

the process of communication, i.e., messages devoted to the reception

and confirmation or evaluation of other messages.

A methodological point should be made here. In a previous study

(Garvey & Baldwin, 1971) a content-function type was set up (M-events)

and its various formal manifestations identified. The class of M-events

included many of the forms classified here as repetitions. M-events were

defined as a content category. M-events showed referential function only

secondarily, if at all, and were, in addition, frequently further classi-

fied in the behavioral coding as representing reception and/or evaluation.

In the present analysis, the verbatim repetition of a clause or clause

fraction was examined; thus, a verbal gesture was defined according to

form. In the formal analysis, only slight differences were found be-

tween adult and child groups in respect to repetitions. In the previous

functional analysis bignificant differences were obtained in each task

with adults exceeding children in use of M-events. The difference in

the two analyses may simply reflect the frequency of other items classed
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as M-events, i.e., continuatives or other feedback gestures. It is possi-

ble to speculate, however, that certain formally recurrent gestures such

as repeating a clause or clause fraction may be well-learned by children

before the functional classes of interactive behaviors are fully developed

and employed at the adult level of consistency.

The results of this examination of verbatim repetition in problem-

solving communication can be summarized and evaluated as follows.

I. Verbatim repetitions of a part or whole of a speaker's utterance

occur regularly and consistently in the referring task and in the proce-

dural tasks of this sample of problem-solving communications. Adult

dyads are more consistent in the use of this verbal gesture than are

child dyads, but no consistent sex, race or SES differences appear across

tasks.

2. The form of a repetition varies among the four major categories

(Partial-end, Partial-other, Complete, Complete +). Preference for rep-

etition of the end of a clause is common to both child and adult dyads.

Since repetition of a complete clause is also frequent, the repetition

form is apprently not determined solely by the position of theme or

rheme (or topic or comment) in the repeated clause. Each dyad displayed

variety in form of repetition.

3. Most repetitions occur after an event which presents information.

This fact confirms the impression that the function of the repetition in

problem-solving communiction is to acknowledge or confirm the trans-

/ mission of Information. ,The cooperative activity requires that both

partners are not only aware Wat a message has been sent, but that it

has been received in good condition.

4. Adult dyads acknowledged repetitions somewhat more often than

did child dyads. Frequently the speaker who produced the repetition

paused and received some confirmation of his repetition. That the

majority of repetitions were acknowledged in the succeeding event con-

firms the importance of the function of this gesture to both participants.

We can conclude that repetitions in problem-solving communication

serve not only to signal the reception of information (primarily after
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presentation of information) but are a means by which participants integrate

their ongoing interaction (acknowledgement of repetitions). Chi ldren

10-12 years old have achieved a nearly adult level of the use of this

gesture. I t is interesting to note that chi ldren's repetitions, although

encoded more often in question form than are adult repetitions, resemble

in form and variety of form those of adults. The regularity of this

patterning adds to our understanding of the complexity of what i t means

to use language.

This study, as those previously reported, reveals no differences

among sex, race or SES groups of chi ldren in respect to this feature of

i nteract ive commun i cation.
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Ill. Mechanisms of the Regulation of Conversation: Interruptions

In normal fluent conversation speakers frequently iiterrupt each

other. Goffman has postulated that a turn at speaking is continuously

in progress--so that there is a tacit understanding at any point as to

which participant holds the floor.. Interruptions and simultaneous

talking have been viewed as temporary breakdowns in the alternation of

turns. Duncan (1 970) observing the operating of floor-yielding cues

in face-to-face interview found that when several cues (including syn-

tactic, paralinguistic, lexical, kinesic and intonational cues) were

simul taneously d i splayed, the percentage of simultaneous tal king de-

clined .

Li ttle is known about how interruptions are distributed within a

discourse, nor whet.i.er they serve any funct ion or functions , or shoul d

be viewed simply as breakdowns in floor apportionment, random noise,

so to speak, in the conversation. In dyadic problem-solving conver-

sation the cooperating participants apportion the task funct i ons in the

exchange of information which leads to the solution. Further, the

pacing of the conversation seems to be continuously subject to regula-

tion, as the changing needs of each participant are expressed and accorn-

modater!. In add i tion to regulation of the i nformat i on exchange, there

appears to be a continuous signall ing of active part icipation and of

attention by ritual gestures of involvement in the interaction. Inter-

rupting may not so much indicate a breakdown in the smooth apportionment

of turns at speaking, but may be a means by which participants regulate

the process of information exchange, and perhaps, also display the degree

of involvement required by the problem-solving mode. If interrupting

should prove to be patterned in respect to participant function or to

the progression of task i nformat ion, then i t may be considered, not as

noise, but as an integrative gesture in normal dyadic communication.

Interruptions (instances of s imultaneous talking or of partial

overlap of speech) were indicated in the transcribed scripts by a slash (/).

In an overwhelming majori ty of instances it was possible to identify events
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as interrupted or interrupt ing, i.e., to ascribe responsibility to one or

the other participant. The sample included the transcripts of 46 child

dyads in Task I and 42 chi 1 d dyads i n Tasks I I and I 1 I combined, and 24

adult dyads in Task I and Tasks II and III combined (see p. 28). The

number of interruptions for each dyr,d was divided by the number of ex-

changes produced by that dyad to give a percentage of the exchanges in

which an i nterrupt ion occurred. Table 6 presents the means and standard

deviations of exchanges whi ch conta i ned interruptions in adul t and chi 1 d

speech.

Tabl e 6

Pieans and Standard Deviations of
Exchanges Containing Interruptions for Child and Adult Dyads

Task Child Adul t (N=24)

Task I
M .07 (N=46)

SD .09

M .13

SD .06

Tasks II & III
M .08 (N=42)

SD .05

M .12
SD .04

p < .01 (by a t-test)

Adul t dyads exceed chi ld dyads in interruptions in both types of

tasks,and the differences between the groups is significant in both types

of tasks. The two adult groups are remarkabl y consistent across tasks

(Task I: black adults, 13.3%, white adults, 1 2.5%; Tasks II and I II:

b 1 ack ad u 1 ts, 13.3%, whi te adul ts, 1 1 . 7%) . These res u 1 ts indi cate that

the rate of interrupting is reasonably stable for adults. In no adult

dyad in any task did the speakers fai 1 to interrupt each other. The

chi Id dyads were less cons i s tent. I n Task 1 , four dyads fa i led to in-

terrupt at all and an additional nine dyads interrupted less than four

times. 1 n Tasks I I and I I , eight chi Id dyads failed to interrupt at

al I in at least one task and an additional 1 1 interrupted less than

four times. These facts suggest that inte1-rupting should not be con-

sidered solely as an indication of a breakdown in the mechanisms that

ntegrate communications. Comparison of the chi Id subgroups shows no

s ignificant differences attributable to race, sex or S ES in use of this

gesture wi thin either type of task.
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A sample of eight adult dyads (two male and two female dyads of each

race) and 16 chi Id dyads (two male and two female from each race and SES

group) was randomly selected for closer study of the function of the in-

terruptions and their distribution. Both subtasks of Tasks H and I H

were analyzed. Task I was excluded from this examination since the con-

ventions for distribution of part icipant function differed between the

black and white adult dyads, and in many cases were not consistent among

the child subgroups.

Interruptions wt:re classified according to 1) which participant pro-

duced the interrupting event, 2) the relation of the interrupting event

to the pacing of the information exchange process, and 3) the relation

of the i nterrupt ion to the apport ionment of the floor.

Interruptions classified by participant:

An interruption was attributed to the participants, A or B,

according to the logical pattern of participant function, i.e.,

A is the participant who should, considering the initial dis-

tribution of information, dominate the interaction if the goal

is an effic ient sol ut ion. I n the procedural tasks (I I and I I I)

A was the speaker (Knower) who held the completed map or model;

B was the Doer, the speaker who had to construct the missing

part of the model or to draw the correct route on the map.

2. Interruptions classified by regulating function:

Many interruptions appeared to play a part in pacing the flow

of i nformat ion. The i nterrupting speaker attempted to speed up

or slow down the progress of the communication, or he interrupted

wi th a cont inuative. This 1 as t type of interruption (e .g., "Yeah",

"Okay", "Gotcha") seemed to indicate that the pacing was satisfac-

tory.

a. Accelerating (-1-)

Accelerating interruptions serve to advance the mutually

shared information. In form, these interruptions often com-

plete the interrupted clause by adding a component which may

be a clause, phrase, or lexical item, e.g.,
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A. okay; now you bear left just
as you /

B. get to the church II
A. yeah //

Participant: B; Function: +

A. how are the eyes made?
are they Hke /

B. they're l i ke tear d rops

A. al l right #

Participant: B, Function: +

-

Accelerating interruptions may also introduce an independent con-

struction, e.g. ,

A. take the first left #
B. is it the one /

A. look--proceed to the stop
si gn #

Participant: A; Function: +

b. Decelerating (-)

Decelerating interruptions do not advance the mutually shared

information but serve rather to check or modify previously presented

information. They are often structural 1 y related to a clause im-

mediately preceding the interrupted clause, e.g.,

A. slow down--turn where you see
this sign at--and go over there
to /

B. what sign?
A. the stop sign /1

Participant: B; Function: -

They may be di rectly rel a ted to the interrupted cl ause, e.g. ,

A. al r i ght now--and you come up /

B. come back you mean #
A. come back towards yourself #

Participant: B; Function: -

-
Decelerating interruptions may also be unrelated to the inter-

rupted event as is the f i rst interruption in the example be 1 ow,

which explicitly requests review.
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A. the two springs are attached
to the red bal Is so that /

A. to the blue ba 1 1--good grief II

Participant: B; Function:
Participant: A; Function:

B. hold itwait a minute--
go back to the blue ball
and /

c. Continuative (OK):

A. make a line 1 ike the length

of the two trees and /
B. right #

A. and then you follow that line
til you get to one--what looks
like one of them water storage
pl aces #

Participant: B; Function: OK

3. Interruptions classified by relation to floor apportionment:

Not al 1 interruptions could be clearly identified as pacing inter-

ruptions . Three additional categories .lere set up to accommodate the

following observations, all of which relate more to the conduct of

the interaction than to the progress of task information.

a. Noise (N) resulted when two or more interruptions occurred in

immediate succession. These instances were few, but they clearly

represented fai lures to successfully apportion the floor; e.g.,

1) A. then look for a longish
stick /

3) A. you need /

2) B. long or short? there's

no /

4) B. (Uninte 1 1 igible)

Event 2. Participant: B; Function: -

Event 3. Participant: A; Noise

Event 4. Participant: B; Noise

b & c. Shift (S) or Unsuccessful Shift (US) resulted when the inter-

rupting speaker either took or attempted to take the floor by force.

Such a move could be explicit as when A successfully reclaims his

di recting function:

These categories were coded separately, but since they were few

in number, they were combined in the analysis.
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B. from that point I have to
go /

A. no--listen--I'll tell you #
you cross a bridge right?

B. yeah #

A. and then you come to an inter-
section #

Participant: A; Shift

An unsuccessful shift is illustrated in the example below in which

event 2) is subsequently interrupted by A who refuses to relinguish

his function;

1) A. set the model up so it's
facing /

2) B. boy this is wild--mine
won't stand /

3) A. make it face you # okay?

Event 2. Participant: B; Unsuccessful Shift
Event 3. Participant: A; Shift

Results of the analysis of the participant function responsible for

the interruption in the procedural tasks are presented in Table 7. Adult

dyads are presented separately by race to show the similarities betHeen

two subgroups.
Table 7

Percentages of Interruptions by
Participant Function in Tasks II and III

Participant
Child Dyads
(N=16)

Black Adult DyadS
(m=4)

White Adult Dyadi
(N=4)

A (Knower)

B (Doer)

36%

63a

42%

58

41%
57a

a
Where percentages fail to total 100%, 1% and 2% of the interruptions

could not be assigned to a single participant.

For all three subject groupings, B, the Doer, is responsible for the majority

of interruptions. Further examination of the subgroups showed that all

adult dyads conformed to this patterning of interruptions when the four

subtasks (bmp in Task II, two in Task III) were combined. Four of the

eight adult dyads failed to follow this pattern in one of the four subtasks;
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two dyads in two of the four subtasks. Three of the 16 child dyads de-

parted from this pattern (B interrupts more than A) in at least one sub-

task.

The relation of the interrupting event to the pacing of the transmission

of informat ion and to floor apportionment in Tasks II and III is presented

in Table 8, in which the percentages of each category are again presented

for three groupings--children, black adults and white adults.

Table 8

Percentages of Interruptions by Paci ng Categor i es

and by Floor Apportionment Categories (Tasks II & III)

Category
Chi Id Dyads

(N=16)

B1 ack Adul t Dyads

(N=4)

White Adu 1 t Dyads

(w=i4)

Pacing:

+

OK

37%
28

8

46%

24

18

45%
19
22

Apportionment:

Noise

Shifts

10

11

4

7

Unassigned 6 1
/4

As in the analysis by participant function, the two adult groupings are

qui te simi 1 ar. For all adul ts and for the chi ldren, the majority of

pac i ng s i gna 1 s are accelerat i ng, i.e. , the interrupting speaker advancec

the progress of information exchange. The higher proportion of acceler-

ating interruptions among adul t dyads may reflect more adequate encoding

of information within the adul t dyads. Adults retard the flow of infor-

mat ion about as often as they approve the ongoing rate. Either the

pacing of information within the child dyads is less often satisfactory

or the child speaker tends not to acknowledge a satisfactory rate of

transmission when it occurs.

This analysis shows very little noise in the conversations, a

s tuation wh ich resul ted when a speaker refused to yield to an interrup-

t ion and interrupted the interruption, or when two speakers brief] y con-

tinued talking at the same time. In view of the fact that only auditory
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cues were ava i I able to the speakers (who were separated by a screen) the
low percentage of noise suggests that the function of kinesic cues in
face-to-face i nteract ion is ei ther relatively redundant, or that the i r
content has been effect ively transferred to the vocal channel in this
speech situat ion. S imi 1 arly, the relatively sma 1 1 proport i ons (lower for

adu 1 ts than chi Wren) of interruptions in which a speaker took or attempted
to take the f 1 oor by force reflect the smooth operation of the conventions
for floor apportionment in these procedural tasks.

Task I , the referring task, was shown in Part I of this report to
resul t in less clear-cut differentiation of speaker functions as measured
by relative TVO of the participants. I t would, therefore, be expected
that interrupt ions at t ri butable to floor apportionment problems might be
more frequent in a task in which participant funct ion was 1 ess disti nctly

dktri buted. The last six subtasks of Task I from the same small random

sampl e of subj ects (comprising ei ght adul t dyads and 16 chi ld dyads) was

examined. Table 9 presents the results of this analysis of Task I . Black

and white adul t dyads have been combined since the number of interruptions
in this sub-sample was small.

Table 9

Percentages of Interruptions by Pacing Categories
and by Floor Apport i onment Categories (Task I)

Category
Child Dyads

(N=16)
Adult DYads

(N=8)

Paci ng:

+ 20% 414-V,

- 21 17
OK 1+ 12

Apport ionment :

Noise 1 3 5
Shifts 36 21

Unass igned 6 1

Chi Id dyads used a cons iderably smaller proportion of interruptions to
pace the flow of infortoat ion i n Task F (1+5%) than i n Tasks 1 1 and I I 1

(73%) . Pacing interruptions are somewhat less for adults in Task 1 (73%)
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than in Tasks I I and I I I (86%). Both groups, however, produce more

instances in Task I which appear to reflect floor apportionment problems.

In Task I 49/, of the children's interruptions reflect noise or shifts as

do 26% of the adult interruptions. There seems, then, to be some rela-

tionship between dear-cut distribution of participant function and the

function of the interruption.

In summary, this study of the distribution and function of interrup-

tions reveals consistent patterning of this verbal gesture.

1. Adult subgroups were remarkably consistent in the distribution of

interruptions between participants, and child dyads reflected the adult

pattern, i.e., the Doer interrupted more than the Knower.

2. Although the nature of the task, procedural or referring, had

an effect on the functions of the interruptions, it appeared to be pos-

sible to distinguish two major functions: pacing and floor apportionment.

Again, adult subgroups were very similar in thei r use of i nterruptions

to accelerate, decelerate or assent to the pacing of information. Across

all tasks interruptions indicating floor apportionment problems were fewer

for adults than for chi ldren. The high proportion of noise and shifts in

Task 1 (for both children and adults) indicates that less clear-cut dif-

ferentiation of participant function results in an increase of such inter-

rupt ions.



IV. Subcultural Differences in Encoding Style

Observations of subcultural differences in children's communication

behavior have variously been related to 1) their social antecedents, 2) thei r

place in a language system within a speech community, or 3) their consequences

to the outcome of an interaction. The first type of relationship is best

illustrated by the work which draws on the Bernstein hypothesis concerning

elabotated and restricted language codes, which emerge from person-oriented

or status-oriented family structures and socialization practices (Bernstein,

1962; Hawkins, 1969), The second approach, which seeks to identify 1 inguistic

correlates of social di fferences, focuses on the systemat i c nature of I in-

guis t ic variat ion--on how 1 inguistic var iables are distributed throughout a

community and how they may function in the differentiation of the community

(Labov, 1966, 1968; Wolfram, 1969). The third approach is exemplified in

stud i es which relate accuracy or comprehensibMity of verba 1 communi cation

behav ior to social class (SES) or race di fferences (Krauss & Rotter, 1968);

Carson & Rabin, 1960). The latter approach has been particularly liable to

the criticism that observed SES and race differences in communication be-

havior may reflect differential contextual constraints on performance rather

than differences in underlying cognitive or linguistic competence (Cazden,

1970). Also, certain findings of subgroup superiority in communication

behavior may lack generality, e.g., the findings from one task may not hold

when the task is mod i fi ed in some way. For examp 1 e, the sol utions of middl e-

class child dyads were more accurate than those of lower-class dyads and

those of white dyads more accurate than those of black dyads in a picture-

identification tase (Baldwin, McFarlane, & Garvey, 1969). In model-

bui Id i ng tasks and map-tracing tasks admi nistered later to the same dyads

the race effect was not replicated, although the SES effect was (Baldwin &

Garvey, 1970).

A recent study by Heider (1971) adds an important step to the identi-

fication of subcultural differences in communication by attempting to relate

The picture-identification task (Task I) is a "referring" task. The

model-building task (Task II) and map-tracing task (Task II I) are "proce-
dural tasks.H These terms were defined on pages 4-5 above.
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specific features of encoding style to the outcome of a communication.

Accuracy of decod i ng was examined as a funct i on of imo "s tyl is t ic" drmens ions

of the encodings. Encoding style was defined by identifying encoding units

as 1) either inferential or descriptive and as 2) either whol is tic or analy-

tic. Within a sample of 10-year old chHdren, Heider found that middie-class

and lower-class encoding styles were reliably different. Although both

groups of children used a whole-inferential style, it was this style ',Iihich

was preferred by the lower-class chi ldren (79% of encodings). The middle

class children used a part-descriptive style in 53% of their encodings".

Highly significant differences were also found in the number of units 'pro-

duced. Middle-class children produced more images (i.e., said more different

things about the f gures) than did ei ther lower-class white or lower-0 ass

black chi ldren.

A simi lar distinction of style (which was not, however, 1 inked to. de-

coding accuracy) was suggested by Brent and Katz (1967) who identified a

geometric as opposed to a metaphoric mode of reference in the communication

of whi te col lege freshmen and inner-ci ty Negro youths , respect ively. Brent

and Katz and Heider treat these differences as evidence of preferred styles

el icited in the given communication situations. Heider points out that the

origin and meaning of the part-whole and inferential-descriptive preferences

in coding style remains an open question. Nevertheless, these studies imply

a possible parallel between these encoding features and features of cognitive

style. These styles were, in part, at least, associated.with superior

middle-class performance in decoding.

If these observed features of encoding style reflect stable differences

in the cognitive styles of middle and lower-class children, then we would

expect to find simi lar dist inctions in the encodings of the middle ,and

lower-class children in Task I in the present studies. If such differences

obtain, they might account, in part, for the greater number of accprate so-

lutions achieved in this task by the middle-class and by the white subgroups

of dyads.

The purpose of this study, then, is to examine the transcripts of child

and adult dyads for evidence of rel iably distinct preferences in encoding

style and, should such exist, to examine their relationship to cbmmunication
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accuracy. This study is not a repl i cation of Heider's procedures, but

rather an independent examination of the concept of encoding style as defined

in her research. Since we might expect that task effects (interaction re-

quirements and stimulus materials) could influence style of encoding, it

wi 11 be necessary to compare Heider' s procedures wi th ours in some detai 1 .

Method:

Subjects: Heider's (H) subjects were 11+3 ten-year-old children:

middle-class white-23 boys, 21 girls; lower-class white--25 boys, 27 girls;

1 ower-class Negro-21+ boys , 23 gi rls Middle-class status was def ined as

professional occupation of caretaker. Lower-class status was defined by

residence in a government housing project. A middle-class Negro group was

not avai I able.

The 96 subjects in the present study were described on page 2 above.

The sample included equal numbers of boys, girls, white, black, middle

and lower-class subjects (12 children in each of 8 subgroups). From a

demographically selected sample, status groups were further selected by

use of parental responses to letter inquiries about occupation of head-of-

household. Using the Hollingshead occupation scale, low SES was assigned

to the three bottom level s (s ki 1 1 ed, semi-ski I 1 ed or unski I led worker);

middle SES was ass i gned to level s four and above (owners of bus i nesses

executives, managers, professionals). Twenty-four white adults and 24

black adults, each group composed of 12 males and 12 females, were paid

vol unteers from predominantly whi te and predomi nantly b lack teachers'

colleges, respectively.

Stimuli:

H's stimuli were five arrays of abstract figures, which have else-

where been shown to elicit low agreement in what they are "named." The

figures are reproduced in the Appendix (page 73). The stimuli for the

present study were arrays 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 of Task 1 subtasks (presented

in the Appendix). These figures are less abstract than Heider's. They

may be "named," but there was some lack of agreement among the subjects

on I) whether a distinguishing name was given and 2) what distinguishing

name was given. For example, array #5 elicited from 12 adult subjects

H's study also used a contrasting type of stimulus materials, drawings
of faces. Since she found no significant interactions between stimulus types
and encodi ng styles , we wi 1 1 1 imi t our compari sons to the abstracts only.
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the fol 1 owing des ignations i t (3x); my fi gure (1) ; this 1 i tt le creature (1);

centipede (2x); centipede or whatever (1); caterpillar (2x); animal (1);

insect (1).

Procedures:

The communication situation differed considerably in the two studies.

H's subjects received an array with the target figure below the others in the

array. "The subject was told to describe the target so that any other boy

or girl his age could pick out that one just from what he said about it if

it was mixed up with all the others. The subject was prompted once to say

more if he stopped after uttering only one 'unit' of encoding, a procedure

which received use almost exclusively with the lower-class subjects. Test

sessions were tape-recorded." (Heider, op. cit., p. 35) Thus Heider's

communication situation was a simulated one. In the present study the members

of a homogeneous dyad (same SES, race, sex) were separated by a screen.

They were told that they could talk freely so that the holder of the array

could choose from his array the same single figure held by his partner.

H's subjects did not receive any feedback after completing their encoding

and the subjects of the present study were not told whether their choi-ces

were correct or not. In both studies the administrator was white and middle

dass, although in the present study the sex of the administrator was the

same as that of the dyad being tested.

Coding:

The present study fol lowed the same coding procedures described by

Heider. Units of. encoding,which were defined as a single "image" about the

cue stimulus, were identified. Each image was classified on two dimensions:

a) Part - Whole. A part unit was an utterance which referred to a part of

a stimulus figure, a whole unit to the entire figure; b) Inferential -

Descriptive. An inferential unit was an utterance that went beyond the

"givens" of the stimulus to describe a figure by metaphor or simile. A

descriptive unit described the physical properties of the figure in non-

i nferent i al terms .

Each dyad (subject, in H's study) then received five scores: 1) number

of units, 2) percentage of those units which were whole and inferential (WI),
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3) percentage which were whole and descriptive (WD), Li) percentage part and

inferential (PI), and 5) percentage part and descriptive (PD). interjudge

agreement measures for the present study were similar to those reported by

Heider, ranging from .84 to .100 across dyads for the style coding. Corre-

lation between two judges' codings of number of units per dyad was examined

separately and was also Mgh (r ..58). Coders were instructed to indicate

any unit which they felt could not be coded with confidence. Only an average

of .1% of adult uni ts and .25% of the child uni ts were so indicated. Ex-

amples of units and their code categories are given below, with further

comments on the coding conventions adapted to the characteristics of dyadic

conversation, of Which the most important are the presence of questions,

answers, and comments (in contrast to Heider's corpus consisting primarily

of statements). The figures (reproduced in the Appendix) to which these

images refer are given in the left margin, the code in the right.

Figure Unit Code

Subtask 7 what I have here looks sort of 1 ike a camel WI

with a curly tail

Subtask 8 now here I think it's a lady bug--I 'm not

sure

Subtask 7 two feet like a human PI

it's sort of shaped 1 ike a bean or something-- PI

it's body

how about the head, is the head right side up? PD

he's facing left WD

the whole, you know--the whole thing is curvey WD

A. okay is the head up or down? PD

B. straightstraight horizontal PD

Disjunctive questions were coded as containing two units, e.g., the images

are 1) head up and 2) head down. B's answer in the preceding example did

not accept one of the disjunctive alternatives but presented a new image.

Thus "straight horizontal" was coded as a separate unit. If the answer

had been ei ther "up" or "down," no new unit would have been coded. Simi-

larly, with answers to yes-no questions or to content questions no new

unit is coded if the answer adds no additional image to that of the question

but rather completes it, e.g.,
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Fi pre Unit Code

Subtask 9 A. is the mouth open? PD

B. no

Subtask 8 A. how many legs? PD

B. e i ght

If a new image is presented in answer to a question, it is, of course, coded

'as a separate unit, e.g.,

Figure Uni t Code

Subtask 6 A. is the feet colored in? PD

B. no, they're empty PD

Repetitions of a just preceding unit are not coded, e.g.,

Fi gure Unit Code

Subtask 6 A. the ears are round PD

B. round--okay

It should be rioted again that scores were assigned to the dyad in this

study rather than to individual subjects. A unit could be ascribed in most

cases to an individual member of the dyad (except when interrupt:ions dis-

tributed an image over both speakers, e.g., A. the figure/ B. looks Hke

a beetle = I unit, WI). The participants, however, necessarily influenced

each other i n the use of the s tyl is t ic features . If one subject proposed

a wholistic image, which was accepted by the other participant, then both

could subsequently adopt terms appropriate to the accepted image, Certainly,

the distributior of stimulus materials in a given subtask would supposedly

make it more likely that the participant who held the complete array (D)

would generate the majority of images. However, not al 1 dyads adopted the

same strategy in respect to which participant initiated mention of an attri-

bute. (See Section I.) Furthermore, subjects alternated as K and D, and,

thus, all subjects were, theoretically, equally represented in the summed

scores for the dyad.

Resu!ts:

The five scores for each dyad, summed across the six subtasks, were

grouped according to subject characteristics, i.e., children and adults;

adul ts: whi te/black; ma 1 e/femal e; chi Id ren: middle SES/ low SES; whi te/

black; male/female. The mean scores for these groupings are presented

in Table 10.
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Table 10

Means of Encoding Style Variables

Variables Subject Characteristics of Dyads

a.

No. Units

Age Race Sex
_

Social Class

Adult
Child

B W M F MSES LSES

85.6 64.3"

77.4 66.0
74.7 75.2
68.2 75.1 70.6 72.8

b.

% PI

Adult
Child

13.0% 14.5%

13.3 12.5

12.0% 15.5%
13.5 12.2 15.2% 10.5%

c.

% PD
Adult
Child

77.7 77.5

78.0 79.8
79.5 75.5
793 78.0 76.9 80.8

d.

% WI

Adult

Child
6.5 5.5
6.2 4.8

7.0 5.0

5.3 5.8 4.5 6.5

e.

% WD
Adult
Child

3.0 2.0

2.4 2.8
1.0 4.0
1.8 3.8 3.3 2.3

p < .01, df = 23 (by a t-test)

Comparisons of the means of the subgroups on number of encoding units

shows only one significant difference. Black adults exceeded white adults

in number of images produced (p < ,01). This result is reasonable, given

the TVO of the two subgroups (see Section 1). Although the mean number of

encoding units for the black child dyads exceeded that of the whites, the

difference was not significant. The means of the MSES and LSES child dyads

were very similar.

Heider's results were quite different. The mean of the total encoding

record of middle-class subjects differed significantly from both lower-class

means and was more than twice as large as either. For five arrays, Heider's

middle-class subjects produced a mean of 21 encodings. The mean of lower.-

class white subjects was 8.7 and that of the lower-class blacks 8.9. The

mean number of images of units produced by child dyads for the six subtasks

in the present study was 71.8, i.e., an average of 11.9 units per subtask.

It is likely that the cognitive requirements of this task (identification

of the critical attribute) or the interactional requirements (dyadic
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conversation), or both, contributed to the large number of units produced per

array. It is not clear, however, how these factos could so completely sup-

press the tendency observed by Heider for middle-class subjects to produce

a larger number of images in describing the figures. Since Heider's observed

social-class differences were proportionally similar for both types of her

stimuli (abstracts and faces), the less abstract character of the imaginary

creatures used in this study as compared with Heider's more abstract figures

would not, in itself, provide an explanation of these results.

As to the means of the encoding style variables (% PI, PD, WI, WD), no

significant differences appeared between children and adults or between sub-

groupings of child dyads or subgroupings of adult dyads. The lower-class

preferences for whole-inferential encodings observed by Heider was not

found, rather the majority of encodings of all subjects was part-descriptive:

the mean percentage of PD encodings for all dyads was 78.8%, the percentages

of other style critegories were also similar across groups. For all groups

combined the mean of the part-inferential encodings was 13.3%, of whole-

inferential 5.8%, and of whole-descriptive 2.6%. Table 10 shows minimal

divergence from this iiiean for any subgroup of dyads. These results are

consonant with Heider's in showing no strong effe(.ts for sex or for race.
*

The effect of social class which she observed, however, was not present

among the subjects in this study.

Difference in the physical characteristics of the stimuli may account

for the differences in the overall proportion of style categories. Whole-

inferential encodings were relatively rare in the present study for all

dyads, whereas for H's subjects they are more frequent (middle class 27.7%

WI, lower class 75% WI). In both studies, however, percentages of part-

inferential encodings were approximately the same, and whole-descriptive

encodings were also similarly rare. A possible reason for the failure of

Task I to elicit differences among dyads in encoding style is that such

differences might appear only under a condition which encourages or permits

inferencing about the characteristics of whole figures. If this were so,

it would still not be clear why this condition should affect social classes

It should be remembered that in Heider's study comparisons on race
were made among lower-class subjects only.
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differentially, i.e., would cause the use of WI encodings to increase among

lower-class subjects in Heider's study more than among the middle-class

subjects.

A multivariate analys:s of variance was performed in order to determine

more precisely whether any preferences in encoding style existed among the

dyads of the present study. This analysis indicated that there was a small

but significant effect of social class (p < .03). An examination of the

univariate tests indicated that the major contribution to this effect came

from the PI and PD variables, with a higher percentage of PI encodings among

the middle-class dyads and a higher percentage of PD encodings among the

lower-class dyads. Re-examination of the means of these groups presented

in Table 10 shows that this difference contributes very little to the overall

configurations of the style variables across the subgroups of child dyads.

In the second stage of her study Heider asked subjects to decode the

previously recorded descriptions of the figures and then scored the accuracy

with which an encoding led to an accurate choice from the array. She found

that middle-class encodings were better understood than lower-class encodings

and that middle-class decoding performance was superior to lower-class.

These effects could not be attributed to number of units. The middle-class

style of composite encodings (containing units in both WI and PD styles)

was the best understood kind of encoding across class of encoder and decoder.

However, no direct relationship was demonstrated between encoding style and

decoding accuracy, since with number of units and type of units held con-

stant, middle-class encodings were decoded more accurately than lower-class.

Although the results reported thus far reveal only minimal social-

class differences in the defined variables of encoding style, it is possible

that some relationship may exist between these style variables and measures

of communication accuracy. Middle-class and white dyads in the present

study did perform the picture-identification task more accurately than did

lower-class or black dyads and this result was in part explained by the

middle-class and white superiority in explicitly encoding information about

The author wishes to thank Dr. Doris Entwisle and Dr. Roger Webb for
their advice and assistance in preparing this analysis. Dr. William Kurtines
also assisted in this analysis and deserves special thanks for his comments

on the manuscript.
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the four critical attributes of each figure (Baldwin & Garvey, 1970). But

could features of the style variables contribute in any way to the communi-

cation accuracy of an individual dyad?

Accuracy scores from the six subtasks w!re correlated with each of the

defined style variables for each child dyad. As Heider found, number of

units did not show any significant correlation with the accuracy scores.

Accuracy scores for the dyads correlated positively (r = .29, p < .05) with

the percentage of part-inferential encodings and negatively with the per-

centage of whole-inferential encodings, (r = -.29, p < .05). Accuracy

scores were not, however, significantly related to the percentage of part-

descriptive encodings. A second examination of accuracy scores and the

combined percentages of part encodings (pi and PD) and of the wholistic

encodings (W1 and WD),respectively,produced no significant correlations.

In this task, then, the more successful dyads tended to use a higher per-

centage of part encodings which were inferential, that is, descriptions

of parts of the figures which invoked a metaphorical comparison. The

analysis of variance did show that the middle-class mean for PI encodings

exceeded that of the lower-class mean, by a small but significant degree,

but there is little evidence to suggest that encoding style as here defined

was an important factor in allowing the middle-class dyads to achieve more

accurate solutions in the picture-identification task. Furthermore, al-

though Heider's findings suggest that encoding preference for PD style is

correlated with total decoding accuracy, here there was a slight tendency

for more successful dyads to be those who included more PI encodings in

their communicationc:.

Comparins the present results wIth those of Heider's, it seems rea-

sonable to conclude that clear evidence of social-class differences in

encoding style as here defined may be restricted to specific stimuli and

specific interactional situations. In communicating about the figures in

this picture-identification task, members of homogeneous dyads did not

display clear differences in encoding style, either in respect to the

number of images or in respect to preferences for part or whole or infer-

ential or descriptive images. Assuming the reliability of the coding
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system, which was acceptable, and given the consistency of the overall con-

figurations of the style variables across all dyads in the present study,

what other factors could account for the discrepancy of these results

from Heider's? There is the possibility that the social classes of Heider's

subjects were more extremely differentiated. This seems unlikely in view

of the fact that both studies showed comparable differences in communication

accuracy between social classes. Perhaps the inclusion of middle-class

black children reduced the social-class differences as analyzed in the

present study. To check this possibility the means of the encoding style

variables were re-examined, excluding middle-class black dyads. Middle-

class white dyads were compared with lower-class white and black dyads,

respectively, on percentages of PI, PD, WI and WO.

Table 11

Means of Encoding Style Variables for
MSES White, LSES Black and LSES White Child Dyads

Variable
Child Dyads

MSES White LSES Black LSES White

No. Units 67.5 81.1 64.5

% PI 15.5% 11.5% 9.5%

% PD 77.0 79.5 82.5

% WI 4.0 7.5 5.5

_
% WD 3.0 3.0 2.5

This analysis, presented in Table 11, produced a slightly higher percentage

of PI encodings for middle-class white dyads than for either white or black

lower-class dyads and thus is consistent with the finding of a positive

relationship between PI encoding and accuracy scores in this task. The re-

sulting percentages of encoding types, however, remain approximately the

same for these three subgroups when the middle-class black dyads are ex-

cluded. Thus, the inclusion of middle-class black dyads in the present

study does not account for the discrepancy between the two studies.
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One further observation on the distribution of wholistic encodings

in the picture-identification task is of interest. WD and WI encodings

were rare, they accounted for only 8.5% of adult encodings and 8.1% of

child encodings. The coding records showed that these WI and WD encodings

tended to occur primarily at the beginning of each subtask. For adult dyads

67% of all WI and WD encodings combined occurred within the first two ex-

changes of each communication. This pattern occurs, but to a somewhat

lesser degree, in the communications of the child dyads where 50% of all

WI and WD encodings are found within the first two exchanges of each sub-

task.

In this task, then, wholistic encodings appear to serve an orienting

function, by which the participants mutually agree on an image or term from

which subsequent part (inferential or descriptive) images may be derived.

An example from array #10 will illustrate this function of wholistic en-

codings. Speaker A (here the Knower) produces the first image, which is

whole-inferential, "It's shaped like a star." B accepts this image,

"Yeah, okay." A continues with a part-inferential image which builds on

the first wholistic image, "The four points are the arms and legs." The

rest of the communication is devoted to description of parts of the figure.

Heider found, however, that the observed class differences were present

even in the first unit of each encoding. The argument that the two tasks

(individual describing figure to tape recorder vs. the dyad interacting to

solve a problem) presented quite different communication problems to the

children is thus supported.

The lower-class children in Heider's study 1.1ay have responded with

a few WI images and then stopped talking. Middle-class cnildren produced

longer descriptions, using a greater variety of styles. In the dyadic

communication situation the children were able to respond to each other,

and this may account for the comparable number of units produced by each

group. In this interactive situation the common task objective encouraged

similar encoding strategies, i.e., presentation of a whole image as a

base for reference, and subsequent attention to parts of the image, which

in many cases corresponded to the critical attribute of the figures.
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Summary:

The communications of child and of adult dyads performing a picture-

identification task were examined for evidence of the influence of subject

characteristics (age, sex, race and SES) on number of units produced or on

four encoding style variables which were composed of the dimensions, part-

whole and inferential-descriptive. Comparisons of procedures and results

were made with a study reported by Heider (1971) which found large differ-

ences in encoding style between middle and low social-class subjects. The

results produced no strong evidence of differences in encoding style on any

of the subject characteristics examined. Although a slight preference for

part-inferential encodings was associated with the middle-class dyads and

these dyads achieved more accurate solutions to the task, this style pre-

ference could not be considered an important factor in communication accur-

acy. Several partial explanations of the difterences in results from

Heider's study are examined. It is possible that differences in encoding

style are elicited in a simulated communication situation such as Heider's

but do not appear under the more natural situation in which two people

converse to solve a problem. In respect to the number of units produced,

this explanation seems plausible since the task procedures might have been

less familiar or more threatening to the lower-class children than to the

middle-class children. The structure of the task itself which could have

been interpreted differently by the ;ower and middle-class subjects may

have been the source of the part-whole or inferential-descriptive style

preferences in style of encoding.



Conclusions and Recommendations

The studies reported here have examined several aspects of a single

type of conversational interaction, dyadic problem-solving, or convergent,

communication. It has been assumed that such a type or mode is defined by

the rules of conduct shared by the participants,who recognize a common

purpose and jointly act to achieve it. The studies have attempted to des-

cribe this mode through an examination of the patterned regularities in

speech behavior and in the structure of the communications. Future research

will attempt to define and describe other types of conversational interaction

and seek dimensions on which such types can be compared. It was further

assumed that normal communicative competence includes the ability to dis-

tinguish and to differentiate such modes and that this ability develops

over time. Thus, child and adult communication behaviors have been com-

pared. Since communicative competence must develop within specific social

settings and communication networks, the influence of such factors as social

status on the structure of conversational interaction was also examined.

The first study examined the relationships among speaker function,

communication mode and relative amount of participation in three problem-

solving tasks. In the tasks two functions (Knower and Doer) were differ-

entiated according to the initial distribution of information and its

direction of flow. The participants adopted and executed a strategy which

apportioned task activity across the two functions. It was hypothesized

that in the given mode, the function of a participant would predict his

TVO better than his individual tendency to talkativeness or reticence.

The TVO of one individual, alternating function over ten subtasks,

was compared with that of the other individual. Adult dyads showed con-

sistent and clear-cut distribution of TVO by participant function across

all tasks. In all tasks the distribution departed from a hypothesized

"balanced distribution" (Soskin & John, 1963) but not as extremely as

the pattern observed in interviews (Matarazzo, et al., 1963). In

the referring task, however, white adults and children departed from the

Knower-dominant distribution, which all dyads preferred in the procedural
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tasks. Analysis by subtask indicated that most child dyads exhibited no

clear preference for distribution of participant function in the referring

task. Black adults and white adults had, however, adopted very different

(and within those groups) very consistent strategies which resulted in

their different TVO distributions in the referring task.

By postulating a mode convention rule which was differently realized

among the black and the white adult dyads, respectively, it was shown that

the TVO by participant function of both groups was similarly governed.

Furthermore, the contributions of the rule, of individual talkativeness

and of other factors were shown to operate in much the same way across

dyads in predicting TVO distribution.

No consistent SES, race or sex difference in relative participation

was present among the child dyads in the procedural tasks. In the referring

task there was a tendency for white child dyads to resemble the white adult

pattern and black child dyads to resemble the black adult pattern of pre-

ferred strategy.

Thc results indicate that rules for relative participation constrain

but ey no means determine the behavior of speakers in a dyad. The proce-

dures suggested here for weighing the influences of individual talkati.veness,

informational requirements and mode conventions in predicting relative TVO

in conversation situations provide a possible means for comparing the com-

munications of social groups whose behaviors may superficially appear to

be different.

The second study investigated the frequency and patterning of repetitions,

the third study examined interruptions. These phenomena have been noted as

possible stylistic features of the "normal non-fluency" of natural, informal

conversation (Crystal & Davy, 1969). Repetitions contribute to the considerable

redundancy of dyadic problem-solving conversation; interruptions have pre-

viously been viewed as instances of the breakdown of floor apportionment

mechanisms. The present studies have attempted to discover the function of

these verbal gestures in the highly cooperative problem-solving interaction.

Verbatim repetition of all or part of the interlocutor's utterance

was a consistent feature in all adult dyads and was somewhat more frequent
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in the refer\ring task than in the procedural tasks. Child dyads were less

consistent ii its use and also used less repetition in the referring task.

Form of repetitions was generally varied within the subtask for all dyads,

and adults and children used approximately the same proportions of the

repetition categories. The most important findings here are that this ver-

bal gesture occurred almost exclusively after the presentation of information

and that the gesture itself was very frequently explicitly acknowledged.

It was concluded, therefore, that repetitions are a means by which partici-

pants consolidate their store of shared information during the problem-

solving communication. The gesture plays a role in the structuring of the

discourse, as well, since it is one of the markers of the resolution segment

of chunks (p. 8).

Interruptions were frequent in these conversations; on the average 13

out of every 100 exchanges contained one or more interruptions. The greater

frequency and consistency of use of this gesture by adults suggested that

interrupting might serve some purpose in the interaction. It was found

that the majority of interruptions were perpetrated by the Doer in the pro-

cedural tasks. An examination of the content of the interrupting event

in these tasks showed that both speakers interrupted to speed up, slow

down, or assent to the pacing of the information. More than 85% of adult

interruptions could be classified in this way, with the majority of these

indicating an attempt to speed up the flow of information. Very few in-

terruptions clearly indicated problems in allotting turns to speak. Only

10% of adult interruptions were of this nature. C!IIld dyads, however,

exhibited a higher percentage (21%) of interruptions which seemed to result

from floor apportionment problems. Comparing interruptions in the referring

task with the procedural tasks revealed a higher propoertion in the former

of problems of floor apportionment for all dyads and especially for child

dyads. This would suggest that the less distinct the participant functions

are in a conversation, the more frequent would be interruptions used for

getting or keeping the floor.

The results of these three studies of verbal interaction are consonant

with the previous work of this project which described the organization of

the problem-solving communications. The mechanisms here described underlie
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highly cooperative, highly integrated activity. The consistency of adult

behavior and the similar, though less consistent, behavior of the children

suggest that the complex conventions which underlie normal conversation

are acquired gradually. Subtle adaptation of these conventions to specific

task requirements, i.e., referring vs. procedural tasks, is evident, parti-

cularly among adults. It seems likely that skills in structuring the flow

of information and controlling its pacing can only be learned in the context

of connected discourse and by virtue of experience with different discourse

varieties. Furthermore, we have indicated several skills which relate pri-

marily to spoken discourse.

Several implications of these findings for educational practice can

be suggested. At least through the secondary school level, children are

still in the process of acquiring the skills characteristic of adult problem-

solving communication. (This statement appears to be true of all the child

dyads in the present sample, for no consistent SES, race or sex differences

were noted in the features of communication structure examined.) Since

doing (and learning) often requires that people interact to achieve a goal

or solution, it seems reasonable to suggest that skill in problem-oriented

conversation should be actively encouraged.

Children should be given the opportunity, whether by means of modeling

or by means of guided practice, to acquire facility in this type of inter-

action, which occurs in a broad range of real-life situations. What is

recommended, then, is a diversity of experience in realistic interaction

situations in which information must be exchanged. In such situations the

child would be encouraged to perform, not as passive recipient of informa-

tion, but as an active participant in the process of structuring a task and

cooperatively pursuing a solution or goal. Examples of practical tasks

might be: 1) directing (by telephone) a delivery man to the student's

residence, 2) trying to identify some component of a machine or piece of

equipment to a parts clerk, and 3) discussing (by telephone) a third

party's condition or symptoms with a doctor, where the goal is to arrive

74t emergency treatment. Alternating in the performance of both functions

in a given task would reveal to the student how the information is comple-

mentarily distributed between the participants.
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By examining the cognitive and interactional requirements of speech

situations, Further varieties (other than procedural and referring) of

problem-solving communication can probably be identified and representative

practice tasks developed. Also, children might be given the opportunity

to perform the less accustomed role in the familiar modes of the interview

or interrogation. The function of interviewer, for example, requires quite

different skills than does the function of interviewee in respect to or-

ganizing and structuring the communication.

Similar recommendations for foreign language instruction are implied

by these studies and may be tentatively suggested. Conventions for struc-

turing and integrating conversational interaction can be acquired only

in realistic speech situations. Language-specific rules governing the

variants of ellipsis types, substitution sets and anaphoric relations,

topicalization, hesitation forms, etc., can best be learned in situations

in which these features appear in their normal functions, i.e., as elements

of the structure of connected discourse. For example, the correct forms

of the foreign language equivalents for chunk initial highlighting of the

chunk theme will rarely result from a literal transkAtion from English.

(Some examples of highlighting, or foregrounding, from the corpus are:

"As to its color, it's blue-green." or "What about the head, does it have

one or two antenna on the head?" or "Okay...this ostrich now...it has a

beret on.") Each language has specialized means by which the theme of

a chunk is established. These means (as well as the other means by which

discourse is organized) may differ in spoken and written forms of the

language and from formal to informal speech. It is not likely that such

forms will appear or can be learned out of context. Fiowever, since the

contrastive analysis of discourse types has been devoted primarily to

written texts or to single speaker forms of speech (e.g., narratives),

considerable preliminary research will be required to identify the features

essential to the organization of conversational modes and to contrast these

across languages.

The fourth study examined dimensions of the encoding style used by

children and adults in the referring task. In contrast to a previous study

by Heider (1971),who found consistent differences in encoding style across
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chi 1 d ren of d i fferent soei al cl asses ,all chi Id dyads used approximately

similar proportions of the style variables. Also, child and adult dyads

were quite similar in respect to the Hve measures of style. It was not

poss i bl e to di scover any relationship between encod i ng s ty 1 e and accuracy

in task solution which might have accounted for the higher accuracy scores

achieved by middle-class and white dyads in this particular task (Baldwin

& Garvey, 1970). It is possible., as Heider suggests, that the encoding

units of middle-class subjects may have been more "Informationally relevant"

(Fielder, op. cit p. 41+), that is, that the units may have contained more

unambiguous or more essential information.

The discrepancy in results between the present study and Heider's

experiment could not be precisely identified. It was suggested, however,

that the principle sources of the discrepancy were the different interactional

and cognitive characteristics of the communication tasks. In respect to the

number of uni ts produced , the s i tuat ion in which members of a dyad converse

freely is more natural and is probably less likely to depress the performance

of lower-class children. This conclusion is supporced by a number of studies

reviewed by Cazden (1970) and by Labov's observations (1968) of the fluency

of lower-class speech in relatively unconstrained situations. In ,-.-2spect

to the proportions of images of different stylistic types, the particui,

structure of the referring task encourages speakers to move from a description

of the whole figure to a part-by-part description of the critical attributes

of the figure. Members of the dyad, who were free to question, comment and

respond, encouraged one another to more extensive description of the figure.

If such factors can influence the relative performance of chi ldren of differ-

ent social classes, then we must suggest that the results of studies demon-

strating social-class differences in speech behavior be interpreted only

with great caution. In addition to factors generally considered (e.g.,

race and SES of experimenter, fami 1 iarity of task materials or the dialect

used stimul i or for instructions, etc.), the interaction requirements

and their specific relationship to the elements of the task may encourage

or suppress the appearance of social-class differences in speech performance.
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Subtask 1

Task 1

Subtas k 2
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Subtask 4

A Lines in body of figure are red.
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Task I

Subtask 5

-- ^

A, B

A
li

Fuzz on figure is red.
Tips of antennae of figure are red.

Subtask 6

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

1-

--,

I 1

I I

1

1

1I"'s... 1
1

1

1
I

I
1

I I
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Task I I

Cons tructed Mode I s

The letters inside each bal 1 are the ini ti al letters of the fol 1 owing

colors: blue, red, and yel low, representing the actual colors used. Fi I led

in bal 1 s are bl ack.

Subtask 1.

Part i al model

given

Subtask 2.

Partial model
given
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Task I I I (wi th complete route--Knower's version)

Subtask 1

lel
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9 figures reproduced from Journal of

Personality and Social Psychology,

1971, Vol. 18, No. 1, p.34. omitted
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